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This is a sensitive, sympathetic, and widely erudite book, a worthy addition to the distinguished series 

overseen by Alfred Haverkamp and his associates, handsomely bound and beautifully printed on non-

ageing paper. It should age well as a guide to its uncommonly inclusive bibliography as well as the 

generally persuasive statement of its central thesis: viz., that the anti-Jewish legislation issued by several 

Visigothic kings of Spain and their compliant if not actively collaborative advisory councils (especially 

several sovereignly legislative Councils of Toledo) tells us more about an internal Visigothic obsession 

with the process of their own historic conversion from Arianism to Catholic Christianity, than it reveals 

about standard late-Roman arrangements for the Jewish communities in the contemporary Empire or 

about anything happening within the Jewish community (communities?) of fifth- to eighth-century Spain.

Bronisch is a respectful (indeed, reverent) student of Rolf Köhn of Essen. It is thanks to Köhn’s tutelage, 

Bronisch declares, that this book analyzing that complex and distinctive program of legislation is more 

about Catholic ideology than about Jewish history in Spain during that two- or three-century bracket. One 

typical affirmation, from the semantically sensitive chapter XI on motivation, explains: »With the attribute 

perfidus Jews would all together be downgraded. In Hispano-Roman usage perfidus also means at the 

very least a breach of trust. So the perfidia of the Jews found its counterpart in the perfidia of the Arians, 

from which King Reccared had removed himself and his followers.« The same sort of semantic extensions 

operated, Bronisch explains, in the case of transgressio fidei or pacti (the language of IV Toledo, canon 75 

for treason against the king). Together with the significance of perfidia as faithlessness and treason, such 

»transgressions« flowed all together, especially in the »History of Wamba«, with its attached insultatio and 

concluding Iudicium. Bronisch sees that historiographically innovative master-work of Archbishop Julian of 

Toledo as so immersed in such vocabulary (»30 Mal«, by his count), that »herein have been blended the 

political and religious motives of the Visigothic Jewish legislation«: a central case of his central claim 

(p. 141–142).
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Mittelalter – Moyen Âge (500–1500)This book is structured in two unequal parts: a 112-page longitudinal 

narrative section (»Längsschnitt«) and a 46-page topical cross-section (»Querschnitt«). The latter has 

seven subsections, beginning with »When did the anti-Jewish policy begin?«, reviewing key Christian 

patristic authors, and ending with a Summary Result (»Fazit«) judiciously acceptable to anyone with 
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Sephardic sympathies. Not everyone will concur with all the insights and judgments of Bronisch’s 

narrative, but it may well be the best current substitute for the Spanish half of Solomon Katz’s 

long-»standard« 1937 account of »The Jews in the Visigothic and Frankish Kingdoms of Spain and Gaul« 

(of which Bronisch is predictably critical on p. 175 in the final »Fazit« and elsewhere).  

A short (5-page) section of particular current interest in the »Querschnitt« is Bronisch’s explication of anti-

Jewish writings both authentically by Isidore of Seville and attributed to him. Here as elsewhere Bronisch 

is sharply aware of Wolfram Drews’ 2001 Berlin dissertation, »Juden und Judentum bei Isidor von 

Sevilla«, and makes clear their basic agreement and subtle divergences. 

Bronisch is not always so collegially irenic, however. Early in his introduction he almost gleefully joins the 

attack on Norman Roth, summoning to his side sharp reviews of Roth’s work – especially his »Jews, 

Visigoths and Muslims in Medieval Spain« (Leiden 1994) – by Pierre Guichard and David Nirenberg. 

Marie de Menaca’s »Histoire politique des juifs d’Espagne au Moyen Âge« (Nantes 1993-1995) he 

dismisses as »voluminous« but obsolete (in its citation of older editions) and »practically worthless«, and 

so on. Bronisch’s footnotes are rich, usually occupying even in their smaller type-face more of each page 

than the central argument. His excursus-notes are often polemical, but more often full of valuable 

bibliographical discussion.

In the section on Ildefonsus of Toledo following his five pages on Isidore of Seville I appreciate the 

courtesy with which Bronisch chastens my assumption that the violentia principalis attributed to royal 

treatment of Ildefonsus in a later eulogy of him (p. 169) was in fact royal policy; I still think it was, but 

Bronisch’s cautionary precision is well-taken and welcome. I do wish, however, that he had read my earlier 

piece on Julian in the »Sewanee Mediaeval Studies« of 1996 (7, p. 179–196): it might have been of use to 

this excellent and usually painstaking study, which in this spare section disappointingly dismisses Julian’s 

commentary on millennial prophecy, the »Comprobatio sextae aetatis«, as »merely« a royally-

commissioned »verbal flourish (Floskel) […] directed not at Jews, but rather Christians«. (p. 170f.). That is 

of course Bronisch’s claim about most of what he studies in this book, and this Julianic instance of that 

tendency might have been worth some closer examination. It is true that elsewhere (ch. VI, p. 89–95, and 

ch. VII, p. 102–105) Bronisch pays close attention to Julian’s other bursts of anti-Jewish rhetoric and 

indeed his major role in fashioning King Ervig’s anti-Jewish legislation. But that intelligence makes this 

puny section even more of a let-down. Julian can of course be seriously off-putting, not to say repugnant, 

even if he was not himself a direct converso.

The only major flaw I noted throughout is a careless typography curious in so well-produced a book (for 

instance, the 4 errors in French and Spanish titles on p. 191, and an English one in one of my entries on 

p. 188 – »Citizinship« for Citizenship). 
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